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Abstract 
 
PGP is developing into one of the main public key infrastructures (PKI) in the Internet. This 
paper argues that Directory support of PGP infrastructure can help overcome some of the 
drawbacks of this PKI. It also states some general requirements for a storage model for PGP 
keys.  

 

Status of this document 
 
This is not an Internet Draft. It is a statement intended to further the discussion on an Internet 
Draft on a Directory storage model for public PGP keys. The term Directory as used in this 
document refers to X.500 [1] as well as to LDAP [2]. All of its content is open to discussion and 
amendments. Any comments are therefore most welcome. The discussion should take place at the 
open mailing list pgp-directory@dante.org.uk. A final version of this draft will be published on 
the Web. 

 

About PGP 
 
PGP is developing into one of the main public key infrastructures in the Internet [3]. It is used for 
signing, integrity certification and/or encryption of email and other text documents, as well as 
source code and database requests. It is also capable of doing this with any other types of data as 
for instance multimedia data and of course for the certification of the PGP public keys. PGP was 
recently used as authentication mechanism in the RIPE database [4]. The X.509 model of strong 
authentication is also implementable with PGP technology. 
 
The newest standard PGP message format has been defined by the IETF openPGP WG [5]. It 
contains several enhancements, e.g., the subkey concept which gives a greater flexibility in terms 
of what to sign, but simultaneously creates a greater complexity. The new key format also 
contains more detailed information on the issuer of a certificate including the user ID of the 
signing key, signature expiration date etc. 
 

 

Drawbacks of PGP and Directory as solution 
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The currently applied trust model, the so-called "web of trust", where the PGP users certify the 
keys of other PGP users, has some inherent problems. One is that some user may take signing of 
another's key too lightly, i.e. sign without having proved the identity. Again a PGP user has to 
belong to a big group, that sign each other's key to make a certification path probable. In fact up 
to now we don't have a "web of trust", but rather "groups of trust" and even "hermitages of trust", 
which can be seen from statistics on public keys [6]. [Note: these data are quite old, Dec 1997; 
are there any newer statistics?] 
Some other disadvantages are in terms of manageability (e.g. revocation management) and of 
verifying certificates, caused by the missing possibility to delete information in a once published 
public key in combination with the high probability that some keys in the web of trust loose their 
trustworthiness. 
 
The "web of trust" model could be easily replaced by a hierarchical trust model, involving 
"Trusted Third Parties" or Certification Authorities (CA). There is no reason why PGP couldn't 
be deployed with such a trust model. Such an approach has been followed, e.g., in the UK  [7] 
and in Germany [8]. One means to implement the publication of CA signed PGP keys would be 
the Directory that fits in perfectly because of its hierarchical structure.  
 
In the face of the new concept of subkeys, again the hierarchical model of the Directory has its 
advantages. 
 
A further drawback of the current PGP technology lies in the non-distributedness of the current 
PGP public key server concept [9]. If the increase of numbers of PGP users continues, this server 
concept will soon or later become obsolete, because it is not scalable up to much more than 2 
million keys. New keyserver concepts, e.g. its integration into the DNS haven't been followed up. 
 
The distribution concept of the Directory makes this technology again an ideal tool providing a 
scalable and fast responding public key server. The simple protocol for PGP client and public key 
server communication is easily realisable with directory technology combined with email and 
HTTP interfaces. These interfaces should not only be able to simulate the key server to PGP 
client communication, but also the keyserver to keyserver communication, for replication with 
standard key servers. Both are described in [9]. 
 
The usage of the Directory as public key server as used by the current applications is not the only 
thinkable usage though. For other applications it might be more feasible to store a public key 
directly inside or below a person entry instead of collecting the keys in one part of the DIT 
dedicated as key server space.  
 

Requirements for a storage model 
 
The only prerequisite to store PGP keys in the Directory is the definition of appropriate  object 
classes and attributes, which could be used in X.500, as well as in LDAP directories. There 
already has been an initiative to define such object classes, the long expired Internet Draft  draft-
ietf-asid-pgp-02.txt [10], which failed to provide a solution for multiple PGP keys of one person, 
since it defined several attributes, to be included in one person entry. Since there is no definite 
order for multiple values of one attribute, the affiliation between the values of the different 
attribute couldn't be stated. Hence a more flexible approach is needed. A new Directory concept 
the Family of Entries, developed parallel in the IETF [11] and in the ITU [12], which defines a 
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hierarchical structure inside a Directory entry, could provide a solution for the requirements 
stated below. 
 
Since not all future usage of PGP technology can be foreseen, a major requirement for the storage 
model is that it is open enough to reflect the flexibility of PGP technology. We need an abstract 
enough model together with a flexible way to point to public key information.  
 
The storage model should be able to map: 
 
• Several independent PGP public keys for one person entry or Role occupant entry. 
• Several user Ids per public key belonging to one person or roles. 
• Several user Ids per public key belonging to different persons or roles. 
• Several subkeys in one key which themselves have the same flexibility as the whole key.  
 
It should include: 
• Several searchable fields of information necessary for a keyserver implementation, such as 

keyID, userID, fingerprint, key creation date, etc. in addition to the ASCII armoured key 
itself. 

• Other searchable fields of information necessary for CA implementations, such as pointer to 
the certificate issuing key, key expiration date, signature status, revocation status and 
certificate revocation lists, etc. 

• Other usefull information such as key size, public key algorithm, key server preference,  
validity, etc. 

 
 
Both scenarios, the PGP key stored in or below a person entry, as well as stored among other PGP 
keys in a dedicated PGP key subtree, should be implementable with the storage model. 
 
The storage model should take concern about the signature included in keys. It should provide the 
means for a CA to publish the keys signed by it. Applications should be able to retrieve a 
certification path from the information in the Directory. 
 
Although it is reasonable to concentrate on one technology the possibility of likewise storing 
public keys of other infrastructures than PGP should be kept in mind. The concept of the storage 
model should therefore be as PKI technology independent or adaptable as possible. 
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